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We’ve all heard of the Wizard of Oz and Merlin was
a famous magician of Arthurian legend but they all
pale into insignificance beside our very own Welsh
Wizard… Mutton Jeff who did the seemingly impossible by pulling the wool over our eyes and turning
a paperless, crappy trail into a thumbs up from the
34 overheated braves who answered his call and
pitched up way down south in Laem Sor. It just goes
to show what a friendly smile and some silver tongued
chit chat will get you.

27 April 2019

We set off along the beach at 16.05 and 1.5
km. later found the first of his paper which led
us inland and then disappeared mysteriously
leaving many of the Wankers to wander aimlessly in the scrub for the next 30 minutes or so,
we didn’t have a split so when the first of the
Rambos broke the tape at the end we had
wait for another three quarters of an hour before the struggling stragglers wheezed and
puffed their way back into camp and the
Circle could be called, this was when our David Blaine worked his magic and the previously pissed off people forgot their moans
and groans and surprised themselves with
a positive result, none was more surprised
than the Hare himself, but good on him
and he can now go off on his travels safe
in the knowledge that he doesn’t have
the Klonky seat awaiting him on his return,
rumour has it that one of his stops is a return visit to Hogwarts.

Another surprise was the birthday boy
Goes round Again who confessed to
becoming a pensioner now, he doesn’t
look nearly old enough to hold a driver’s
licence never mind a bus pass and the
kind hearted lad bought every one an ice
cold throat charmer, he also scared the
shit out of everyone by exposing himself in
order to don his 200 run shirt.
One or two bums hit the cubes again this
time and Dog’s Bollocks and D.F.L. chilled
for a moment or two while the A.G.M. and
the R.A. waffled on.

All the outlaws were brought to book and stand in Hash
Shit Pikalilly sported her necklace with the usual sartorial
elegance, proceedings were interrupted while the male
members of the congregation developed a sudden interest in things nautical as can be seen from the photos.

Things drew to a conclusion with next week’s Hare, No Balls who had already departed the
scene but had informed the A.G.M. that he will try not to lose too many Hashers from his site
in Maenam 3 .
Circle closed and we all repaired to the Piss Truck for our freebie, cheers G.R.A.
ON ON,
TRASHER

